
Financing Without Benefit Of Banks

The Raymond Alberta Experiment with Depression Scrip

     Early in 1932, the town of Raymond in Southern Alberta faced
financial ruin, taxpayers were broke and banks refused credit.
     The town fathers, (probably prompted by thoughts of the town
mothers and children), set in motion a plan whereby two types of scrip
were issued, negotiable and non-negotiable.  These pieces of paper
were good only in the town of Raymond where they passed freely in
stores and shops in the same manner as money, merchants accepting
them because they could turn them in on taxes and utility rates as they
would cash.  Municipal and school employees were paid part in script,
part in cash. After the scrip had been in circulation once and had been
returned to the town, it was taken out of circulation since it had fufilled
its function.  New issues were made each year. 
     To illustrate what is meant, it is recalled that an employee on street
maintenance was paid $40 in script.  He paid rent to his landlord, who
in turn settled bills with other tradesmen in town, who in turn paid
bills, the paper eventually returning to the town offices.  A check up of
the transactions performed by this $40 disclosed that it had actually
paid debts to the amount of $160.
     Printed on paper bearing the signature of the mayor (William
Meeks) , and the secretary-treasurer (O.H. Snow), and embellished by
the corporate seal, the script presented a neat and attractive
appearance. 
     Some business men “bucked” ‘ holding out for what they called
“sound money,” others threatening to sue the municipality claiming
script was an infraction of the Dominion statues on banking and
currency.  The banks were not at all enthusiastic, since it meant a loss
in business; they had to “take it on the chin” (not the scrip of course)
because the legal details of the bold venture were worked out by a
prominent King’s Counsel.
     The largest department store in town announced it would accept
scrip as cash.  Other business men had to do likewise since as far as
the townsfolk were concerned it was “take it or leave it.”
     When the scheme was introduced, the indebtedness of the town and
school was $53,000.  Three years later neither town or school owed the
banks a dollar, with the exception of $14,000 in debentures which will
likely be paid when due.
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Alberta Wheat Pool Convention Motion Nov. 26th, 1932Glenbow Archives M-2369-428  re issuance of depression era script.Following note to Committee members to followup on motion below.
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Alberta Wheat Pool Followup
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Note that the following interview was done before the Agricultural Committee(Committee of the Whole ) of the United Farmers Government in Alberta, April 8th, of 1935, just 4 months before they were routed by the Aberhart Social Credit League. Mr. A. H. Snow appears to be the town clerk in charge of accounting.Mr. Meeks is the Major at this time. 
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